P-APHAB: Pediatric Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit: Child Version

Instructions: Please circle the answers that come closest to your everyday experiences. If the question doesn’t apply to you, you can leave it blank.

1. When I am paying for something in a crowded store, I can understand what the cashier is saying.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

2. I miss a lot of what the teacher says in my classroom.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

3. Sounds that I am not expecting, like smoke detectors or alarms, are uncomfortable.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

4. When I am at home with someone from my family, I have difficulty understanding what they are saying.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

5. I have trouble understanding what the actors are saying in a movie or play.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

6. When I am watching TV and other people in the room are talking, it is hard to hear the person on the TV.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

7. I have trouble understanding what one person is saying when I eat dinner with a group of people.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

8. Traffic noises are too loud.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

9. I understand the words when I am talking with someone across a large, empty room.
   - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

10. When I am asking and answering questions in a small room, it is hard to understand what the other person is saying.
    - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

11. Sometimes I go to the theater to watch a movie.
    I can understand what the movie actors are saying, even when people around me are whispering and rustling papers.
    - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER

12. When I talk with a friend in a quiet room, it is hard to understand what s/he says.
    - ALWAYS, ALMOST ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, HARDLY EVER, NEVER
13. The sounds of running water, like a toilet or shower, are too loud

14. When I am listening to someone talk to a small group of people and everyone is quiet, it is hard to hear the person talking.

15. When I am in a doctor’s office, I have trouble understanding what s/he is saying.

16. I can understand what someone is saying, even when several people are talking.

17. The sounds of construction work are too loud.

18. When I am in an auditorium or in church, it is hard to understand what the speaker is saying.

19. I can understand other people when I am in a crowd.

20. The sound of a fire engine siren close by is so loud that I want to turn my hearing aid down or off or cover my ears.

21. I can understand the words of the speaker when I am in church.

22. The sound of squealing tires is too loud.

23. When I am talking to someone in a quiet room, I have to ask him to repeat what he said.

24. I have trouble understanding others when an air conditioner or fan is on.
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1. When we are in a crowded store talking with the cashier, my child can follow the conversation.

2. My child’s teacher reports that s/he misses a lot of information in the classroom.

3. My child reacts to unexpected sounds, like a smoke detector of fire alarm, as if they are uncomfortable.

4. When we are at home, my child has difficulty following a conversation with me.

5. In a movie theatre, my child has difficulty following the dialogue.

6. When my child is watching TV and other people in the room are talking, s/he has trouble understanding the TV.

7. When there are several people eating dinner together, my child has difficulty having a conversation with one person.

8. My child acts as if traffic noises are too loud.

9. When my child is talking with someone across a large, empty room. s/he can understand the conversation.

10. When we are in a small room having a discussion, my child has difficulty following the conversation.

11. When we are in a movie theater or at a play and people around us are whispering and rustling papers, my child can still understand the dialogue.
12. When my child is having a quiet conversation with someone, s/he has difficulty understanding that person.

13. My child reacts to the sound of running water, like a toilet or shower, as if it is uncomfortably loud.

14. When we are in a group listening to a speaker, and everyone is quiet, my child has to strain to understand.

15. When we are in a doctor’s examination room, my child has a hard time understanding the doctor.

16. My child can understand conversations even when several people are talking.

17. My child reacts to the sounds of construction work as if it is too loud.

18. It is hard for my child to understand what is being said at lectures or church services.

19. When my child is in a crowd, he can communicate with others.

20. The sound of a fire engine siren close by is so loud that my child turns his hearing aids off or turns the volume down.

21. My child can follow the words of a speaker when at a religious service.

22. My child reacts to the sound of screeching tires as if it is too loud.

23. In a one-on-one conversation in a quiet room, my child has to ask people to repeat themselves.

24. My child has trouble understanding others when an air conditioner or fan is on.
P-APHAB: Pediatric Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit

Circle the parent answer in blue and the child answer in red. Average the % across the questions in each subtest.

**Ease of Communication Questions:** Average % problems= Parent:_______  Child ________  Norms=12-40%

- 4: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 10: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 12: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 14: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 15: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 23: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%

**Background Noise Questions:** Average % problems= Parent:_______  Child _________  Norms=20-60%

- 1: A=1%, B=12%, C=25%, D=50%, E=75%, F=87%, G=99%
- 6: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 7: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 16: A=1%, B=12%, C=25%, D=50%, E=75%, F=87%, G=99%
- 19: A=1%, B=12%, C=25%, D=50%, E=75%, F=87%, G=99%
- 24: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%

**Reverberation Questions:** Average % problems= Parent:_______  Child _________  Norms=24-54%

- 2: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 5: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 9: A=1%, B=12%, C=25%, D=50%, E=75%, F=87%, G=99%
- 11: A=1%, B=12%, C=25%, D=50%, E=75%, F=87%, G=99%
- 18: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 21: A=1%, B=12%, C=25%, D=50%, E=75%, F=87%, G=99%

**Aversiveness Questions:** Average % problems= Parent:_______  Child _________  Norms=5 to 40%

- 3: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 8: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 13: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 17: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 20: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%
- 22: A=99%, B=87%, C=75%, D=50%, E=25%, F=12%, G=1%